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Summa introduces a new size of the F Series
flatbed cutters: the F1330
In view of the upcoming Viscom event in Milan, which takes
place from the 13th until the 15th of October, Summa
introduces yet another size within the F Series’ gamut: the
F1330 flatbed cutter. During this event Summa’s Italian
distributor, SofTeam, will be demonstrating the F1330 in hall
8 at their booth E39/F42.
“Since the launch in 2010 of the first size within the F Series,
the F1612, sales have been growing continuously. The
diversity and flexibility, as well as the durability of the unit
are most valued by signmakers worldwide. Because of this
tremendous success the demand for a larger equivalent was
not long off. We then responded with the introduction of the
F2630 in 2015. Within the extended Signmaking market,
which is Summa's core market, especially customers from
the US and the Asian market, now also have been expressing
their interest in yet another size of flatbed cutter. This is how
the F1330 unit claimed its existence”.
Performance and Size
With a working area of 1.29m x 3.05m the F1330 flatbed
cutter mainly focusses on the processing of rigid board
material, cutting vinyl and applications in the traffic sign
market. The F1330 flatbed cutter is compatible with all tools
available on the F1612 and F2630 flatbed cutters.
Pricing and availability
F1330 units can be ordered as we speak.
Availability is
upon request. Pricing depends on the chosen configuration
of the unit. Please contact your sales representative for
price-related questions.
About Summa
With more than 30 years of experience building cutting
plotters, Summa delivers highly reliable and accurate
products for the sign making, labelling, vehicle wrap,
aerospace and outdoor advertising industries. One of the key
features of all Summa products is their unmatched
durability. Summa's product range includes the remarkably
productive S Class 2 and SummaCut cutting plotters, the

DC5 thermal transfer printer/cutter and the new Summa F
Series cutting tables, the F1612 and the F2630. All Summa
cutters come bundled with a wide range of accessories,
consumables and software options for both Mac and PC
systems. Summa's European headquarter in Gistel, Belgium,
can be reached by calling +32 59 270011 or via the Web at
www.summa.eu.
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